ABSTRACT. Let h > 2 and k > 1. Then there exists a real number A = \(h,k) e (0,1) such that, if S" = {Si}si=1 and 3~ = {3>}i_, are families of nonempty, pairwise disjoint sets with |S¿| < h and |Tj-| < k and S¿ C¿ Tj for all i and j, then N(5^,^) < /i3A(, where N(5^,J') is the number of sets X such that X is a minimal system of representatives for 5? and X is simultaneously a system of representatives for !?. A conjecture about the best possible value of the constant \(h, k) is proved in the case h > k. The necessity of the disjointness conditions for the families J/" and if is also demonstrated.
Let N(S',j7') denote the number of sets A such that A is a minimal system of representatives for c5^ and X is simultaneously a system of representatives for &~. At the Third International Conference on Combinatorial Mathematics in New York in June, 1985, the author stated the following two conjectures about the number N(S?,ST) in the case of two finite families of pairwise disjoint finite sets. CONJECTURE l. Let h>2 and k > 1. There exists a real number A = X(h, k) G (0,1) with the following property:
(i) Let 3^ -{ßi}\=l be a family of s nonempty, pairwise disjoint sets Si with \Si\ < h for all i.
(ii) Let ET = {TjYj=1 be a family of t nonempty, pairwise disjoint sets Tj with \Tj\ < k for allj.
(iii) Suppose Si ÇX Tj for all i and j. Then
CONJECTURE 2. Leth>2 and k > 1. Let k = q(h-i)+r, whereO < r < h-2. Define \*(h,k) G (0,1) by X*(h,k) = l-(h-r)/hq+1. Then X*(h,k) is the smallest value of X that satisfies inequality (1) if h > k.
Erdös and Nathanson [1] proved Conjectures 1 and 2 in the special case h = k -2, and they applied this result in additive number theory to obtain a sufficient condition for an asymptotic basis of order 2 to contain a minimal asymptotic basis of order 2. Conjectures 1 and 2 should have important applications to the study of additive bases of orders greater than 2. (2) is X*(h, k). This proves the theorem. DEFINITION. Let 5? and ¡T he families of sets. Then ¿7" is independent with respect to 3e if to each set S 6 y there is at most one set T G ^ such that LEMMA. LetS? and^ satisfy conditions (i) and (ii) of Conjecture 1. If'&~' is a maximal subfamily of 5T that is independent with respect to S?, and if t' = \¿7~'\, thent' >t/((hl)k + l).
PROOF. Let jT' = {T3Y¡=1 be a maximal subfamily of 3r. For each j G \l,t'], there is a set'I(j) Ç [l,s] such that |/(j)| < k and S¿ n Tj ^ 0 if and only if iel(j).
There are t -t' sets belonging to ST\3~'.
Each of these sets must intersect some set Si, where t G I(j) for some j = 1,..., t'. Since each of these sets St also intersects some set Tj belonging to the family ¡T1, and since the sets in 3~ are pairwise disjoint, it follows that
This proves the Lemma.
The following result implies Conjecture 1.
THEOREM 2. Let h > 2 and k > 1. There exists a real number X = X(h,k) G (0,1) with the following property:
(i) Let S? = {S¿}?=1 be a family of s nonempty, pairwise disjoint sets Si with \Si\ < h for alii.
(ii) Let ST -{TjYj=l be a family of t nonempty, pairwise disjoint sets Tj with \Tj\ < k for all j.
(iii) Suppose Si <¿ Tj for alii and j. Then 
Now let ¿7" be any family that is independent with respect to S?. Since each set Si G S^ intersects at most one set Tj G ¿?', we can partition the family S? into t families <5* such that if 5 G S? and if S D T, / 0, then S € 3$. Let ^ = {T,}. PROOF. Let X' be a minimal system of representatives for ¿7~, and let L(A') denote the number of minimal systems of representatives for 5? that contain A'. If the elements of X' do not belong to distinct sets 5¿ in the family ¿7, then L(X') = 0. If the t elements of A' do belong to t distinct sets in S?, then there are at most hs_t ways to choose a set X" of representatives from the remaining s -t sets in S" so that X = X' U X" will be a minimal system of representatives for S?. Moreover, there are at most kl minimal systems X' of representatives for fT. Since every set A counted in A(J77,J7") contains some set A', it follows that N(&,^) < £L(A') < fca-*t*.
x' This proves the theorem.
The following two results show the necessity in Theorem 2 that the families S" and !T consist of pairwise disjoint sets. (ii) The t sets T3 are distinct and \Tj\ = k for all j. (iii) S{ f¿ Tj for all i and j.
(iv) t < es. n -1 for some c > 0 and all r > rr¡. Choose r sufficiently large so that r > r0 and hrXer" < 1. Let S"' = {S¿}[=1 be a family of r pairwise disjoint sets S¿ with |S¿| = h for i = 1,..., r. Choose Xi G Si-Then A' = {xi,..., xr} is a minimal system of representatives for 3".
Let S = U,=i Si-Let V be a set such that V' n S = 0 and |V| = A: -n. Let ST consist of all sets T = {i,}UT'UK, where xt G X' and V Ç S\X' satisfies \T\ = n -1 and T' ¿ Sí\{xí}. Then Si <t T for ail Si G S" and T G F. Since |S\A'| = r(h -1), the family J7~ consists of t>r(j^Zl')-r>crn distinct sets of cardinality k. Clearly, X' is a minimal system of representatives for 3" and a system of representatives for ST, but hrXl < hrXcr" < 1 < N'S"^).
Choose s > r so large that t < es. Let Sr+i, ---,SS be pairwise disjoint sets of cardinality h that are also disjoint from the sets in 3" and 3~. Let 5" = s"u{slyt=r+i = {Si}Lv
There are hs~T minimal systems of representatives for S? that contain X', and so hsxt _ hs-rhrXt < hs-r < N(&>^).
The families S? and !T satisfy conditions (i)-(v) of the theorem.
REMARKS. Xing-De Jia has recently given complete proofs of Conjectures 1 and 2.
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